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summary 
An ii1 ion source 0~ the radial ex-tract- 

ion type is modil'ied by introducing an elec- 

tron gun to supply electrons which interact 

radially with the source's plasma, thereby 

increasing ionization density. A tungsten 

filament is used with an accelerating elect- 

rode, under the influence of axial magnetic 

field. Two plasma tubes have been tested with 

the same tube length (12 cms)and diameters 

:k%Cg ems respectively.Glass-coated tungsten 

wires are immersed in the plasma as electr- 

ical probes. 'Iwo extraction electrodes of 

apertures &I- and tl mm are used. 'l'ne extraction 

characteristics indicate J.?';6 increase 111 tne 

extracted Ior1 beam. 

Lntroduction 

In the low pressure electrodeless disc- 

harge' the mean free path of the primary ele- 

ctrons is large with respect to the tube dim- 

ensions. 111 tnis case the electrons collide 

with the tube walls before its collision with 

gas molecules. These primary electrons possess 

high energy that could release secondary ele- 

ctrons from the tube walls. These secondary 

electrons represent the main source of elec- 

trons at such low pressure since the number 

of electrons produced due to electron collis- 

ion with Gas molecules is so small that it 

could be neglected.In the new ion source con- 

sidered here the one-side constricted type 63 

is used in which a modification its introduced 

whereby the number of primary electrons is 

increased by using an additional source of 

primary electrons.Blectrons from an electron 

gun are accelerated and injected into the RF 

plasma. The increase oi the number of oscill- 

ating electrons inside the source by this way 

increases the probability of electron collis- 

ion with gas molecules which produces larger 

ion beam current and increases the percentage 

of the hi.yhly charged ions. The aim of this 

work is to investigate the extracted ion cur- 

rent under the influence of the filament power 

with the discharge parameters in the low pre- 

ssure range. 

Qparatus 

The ion sourer is an improved one-side 

radial constricted RL type (k'ig. l).Compared 

with the normal radial constricted X1‘ source 

this type is featured by the use of hot fila- 

ment with an accelerating electrode. The fil- 

ament is heated by using a trnnsl‘ormer (6V-1OA) 

and the acceleraking potential is furnished 

irom a d.c+300 V power supply. &round the 

filament there is an electromaplet similar in 

its construction to that of the duoplasmatron 
I+ 

ion source . This electromagnet serves to co- 

nfine the electron beam while injecting it in 

the plasma. The increase of electron density 

inside the source increases the cross-section 

of ionization. TWO plasma tubes having the 

same length of 12 ems and of diameters 4&5cms 

respectively are tested. An extraction elect- 

rode of aperture &UII is -used with the first 

FIG t THE SOURCE 

tube (of diameter i& cm) and another electrode 

of aperture 8 mm is used with the second tube. 

The two tubeshave constriction 13 mm from the 

upper side (Fi.g.1). Three tungsten wires of 

dia 1 nm are used as electrical probes. They 

are Situated near the walls and covered WitJl 

glass. The middle probe is immersed 2 mm ins- 

ide the tube . The other probes are situated 

at distance 3 cm from both sides of the middle 

probe and immersed 2 mm inside the tube. 
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In this work the middle probe is used as 

aaode. Its length is 5 ems. The IV' power is 
7 

supplied to the source across two rine elec- 

trodes lrom a 15 1iIi:: oscillator with a clnssC 

power amplifier. A complete vacuum unit with 

a 220 l/s mercury diffusion pump, a liquid 

nitrogen trap and a 150 l/min rotary pump 

provide vacuum down to 10'5mm H,T. Pure hydro- 

gen is supplied from palladium tube. The ext- 

racted current is meaaurcd by a Faraday cup at 

distance 2 .5 cm from the base of the cathode. 

fiiore details about the apparatus are Given in 

previous papers 3,s . 

Results and Discussions 

This study deals with the influence of 

the filament electrons On the operational 

characterisLics of tile (or:e-side)radial cons- 

tricted RF ion source with radial extraction 

at low pressure. The variation in ioncurrent 

due to change in magnetic field is shown in 

Fig.(Z). Curve (2. a) represents the ion curr- 

ent without using the filament. Curve (2. b) 

represents the change of ion current when 

using the filament at power W,=lJ.J watts. 

The two curves show maximum ion current at 

the resonance value 
B 

of the magnetfc field 

which ctppear when the electron gyrofrequency 

"r1 equals the excitation frequency U.'l%e dec- 

rease in ion current at larger magnetic field 

(B>Br) is due to presence of plasma instabi- 

lities'. 
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Pi.g.(:') shows the increase of ion current with 

the chazlge in filament power at pressure of 

10 m.Torr and extraction pote::tial of k;;V.Zt 

is clear that the increase of electron densi- 

ty illside the plasma due to filament electro- 

ns could increase the percentage of ion dens- 

ity which is represented by the extracted 
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current. 1lie ion current is measured at tile 
resonance value of the magnetic field 

(BrAi gauss ) which leads to maximum current 

Pi.,-.(4) shows the variation in ion current 

with the extraction potential at pressure of 

i0 m. Torr. The ion source used in this text 

has internal diameter 4 cm and extraction 

electrode with aperture &mm. The maximum ion 

current reaches 1175&L when using the fila- 

ment with power !JF- - 13.3 watt and estraction 

potential Vexxic.5 kV. Pig \5) shows the extr- 

action characteristics for another ion source 

bottle with ir,ternal diameter 5 cm and extra- 
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ctloli electrode wit11 aperture S mm. 'Ill0 

maximm extracG;ed current reaches 2. 6 r,l.B on 

us 1ng tllc Yilament with power 15 watt axcl 

extractlou potential ii ex = 4kV at pressure 0s 

5.UF mm :ig. 'Tills value oi' ion current is 

greater tilail tile current obtained uncier tl;e 

&qs: il-iACTiih thA,q*TL=&yp~ *, pKssuL‘E 5 ,$ --.-.-- ~----- -.~-- .?y 3.J 

Conclusion 

.Lil this ion source the acceieratlilg 

electrode 01. tile O.LeCtrOii gun llils two impor- 

tart L’eatures : 

l- It accelerates the electrons (emitted from 

the filament) and injects them in the ~Rlp 

plasma to increase the electron density. 

2- Its positive potential lctards the posit- 

ive ions cand causes an increase in the 

extracted current in addition to the effe- 

ct of the filament. 

'Ike ion current has maximum value at 

the resonance magnetic field and increases 

with the increase in filament power, extract- 

ion potential and pressure. lkis ion source is 

characterized by the following: 

l- The physical changes in the discharge ccl- 

our could be easily visualized indicating 

ion density increase with electron inject- 

ion i‘rom the electron gu3. 

Z- The plasma diagnostics could be easily 

studied by the electrical probes(Fig.1) 

3- Large possibility for t:?e productioxi of 

highly charged ions due to presence of 

electron I;eam-plasma interaction 7,a and 

the oscillation of the electrons in the 

i:F field. 
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